
-20°C<Ta<+25°C

51590?? COSMO ECLIPSE 1060 LED 830 6400lm 50W 128 230V AC 2,40

51591?? COSMO ECLIPSE 1060 LED 840 6400lm 50W 128 230V AC 2,40

-20°C<Ta<+35°C

51580?? COSMO ECLIPSE 1060 LED 830 3500lm 32W 109 230V AC 2,40

51581?? COSMO ECLIPSE 1060 LED 840 3500lm 32W 109 230V AC 2,40

51590?? COSMO ECLIPSE 1060 LED 830 5300lm 43W 123 230V AC 2,40

51591?? COSMO ECLIPSE 1060 LED 840 5300lm 43W 123 230V AC 2,40
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system COSMO ORION
Indoor/Outdoor Dir/Ind Luminaire

Surface or Pendant Mount

BODY: illuminated colorless or colored  
transparent PC – mixed light distribution

DIFFUSER: ribbed PC with an internal  
light-diffusing structure, which also reduces 
glare and makes the LED chips less visible

POWER SUPPLY: integrated electronic ON/OFF 
or dimmable driver

OTHER: SDCM < 3 for white light; quick and
convenient installation – the LED panel is
combined with the diffuser; ceiling-mounted 
or pendant luminaires attached to cable trays

ORDERING CODE

CSMOR - 042 -   _____   -   _____   -   _____   -   _____
Mounting          LED CCT    Dimming       Body Color

Body Color

BL - 
blue

41 3/4" 3 1/4"

3"

LED
LUMINAIRES FOR 

VERSATILE 
APPLICATIONS
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Light distribution for transparent housing. See ies files 
for other colors.

Part Family 

CSMOR - Cosmo Orion 

Size 

042 - 42” length 

Mounting 

SF - Surface 

(Wall/Ceiling) 

PE - Pendant 

LED Color Temperature * 

830 -  3000K 840  -  4000K 

Dimming * 

D0  -  On/Off (120 to 277V) 

D2  -  0-10V dim (120 to 277V) 

* Consult factory for other options

TR - 
transparent / gray

GR - 
green

OR - 
orange

VL - 
violet

RD - 
red

PN - 
pink

pending



COSMO ORION
A luminaire made of polycarbonate, with a transparent, 
illuminated and colorful housing and a diff user with prismatic 
structure. This internal structure breaks up the direct view 
of the LEDs and provides uniform light distribution. An ideal 
product for areas requiring protection against the ingress of 
water, dust and solid objects that also makes it possible to 
creatively arrange spaces with a touch of color.

Luminaire ceiling mounted, wall mounted or pendant

Style modern

Light - direction direct and indirect

Light - allocation/distribution mixed light distribution, wide beam

Shape /Form rectangular

Color a backlit housing available in transparent 
colorless and colorful variants

Housing material polycarbonate

Optics PC with an internal light-diff using structure

CRI

Impact resistance

Dimming

Max. effi  cacy

Power

Luminous fl ux

Ingress protection

>80

IK08

On/Off  or 0-10V

118 lm/W

44 W

4400-5200 lm 

IP66

Certifi cation (approval mark /test symbol) D – luminaires with with a limited housing tem-
perature according to EN 60598-2-24, CE, UL

Safety class I

Operation temp.  

Net weight in kilograms

Dimension body

Power supply

Color temperature

Additional options

-4°F / +80°F

4.2 lbs

41.74" x 3.23" x 3.07"

120V to 277V AC

3000K, 4000K

occupancy and ambient light controls

COSMO ORION is a waterproof luminaire, Class I, IP66, 
120-277V, for office or hospital as much as a tough 
industrial conditions, with low energy consumption 
luminaire efficacy: up to 144/118 lm/W, luminous flux: 5300 
lm, system power 44W. High mechanical impact resistance 
(IK08). With high effi cient quality LED, dim driver, 82, 000 
hours LED lifetime for L70B50 (nominal value); CRI>80, 
4000K neutral-white or 3000K warm light color, color 
temperature uniformity – SDCM<3. Dimensions (LxWxH) 
41.74" x 3.23" x 3.07". Easy ceiling-and wall fixation 
with a flexible bracket, accessories for chain suspension 
and screws included, low weight of only 4.2 lbs. 
Pendant version also available. Housing made from 
polycarbo-nate, cover fixation clips from stainless steel. 
A backlit housing available in transparent colorless and 
colorful variants, mixed light distribution. A diffuser with 
internal light-diff using structure which also reduces 
glare and makes the LEDs less visible. Luminaire 
versions suitable for operation in a wide range of ambient 
temperatures from  -4°F up to +80°F. Equipped with 
numerous access holes for cabling. The luminaires’ colors 
can be used to highlight certain separately defined 
areas in different spaces, such as different zones within 
large parking lots. The dominant color in a given room can be 
emphasized, or the color scheme of a particular brand 
can be accentuated. Visual guidance arrangements can be 
created in rooms, for example in the form of a colorful trail 
among COSMO ORION luminaires. Colorful geometric 
shapes can be arranged along a “pixel grid” created by 
evenly distributed COSMO ORION luminaires. Designed for 
technical rooms, apart-ments and parking applications.

The given rated parameters have been determined for an ambient 
temperature of 75°F, unless otherwise noted.

Specifications subject to change without notice.

Cosmo Orion LED with green body color in underground parking facility.

Cosmo Orion LED with transparent body color in office corridor.
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